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Abstract.  Image segmentation by clustering represents a classical use-case of          
unsupervised learning. A key aspect of this problem is that instances that are             
being clusters may have various types and thus requesting specific algorithms           
that implement particular distance functions and quality metrics. This paper          
presents an improved version of MTree clusterer that has been tested in the             
context of image segmentation in the same setup as a new recently k-MS             
algorithm. The redesigned MTree algorithms allows many levers for setup so           
that many configurations are available depending on the particularities of the           
tackled problem. The experimental results are promising especially as         
compared with the ones from previous MTree version and also as compared            
with classical clustering algorithms or newly developed k-MS algorithm.         
Further improvements in terms of available algorithms for configuration and          
algorithmic efficiency of integrations may lead the way to a general purpose            
clusterer that may be used for processing various data types. 
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1 Introduction 

Clustering algorithms have found many application domains where unsupervised         
learning provides efficient solutions to tackled problems. Among the most well           
known application domains there are medical image processing (i.e., pattern          
recognition and image segmentation) [1, 2], general and natural language processing           
knowledge discovery [3, 4, 11], navigation of robots [5, 6] and in many other              
contexts. 

In the area of unsupervised learning there are several general classes of clustering             
algorithms (i.e., flat, hierarchical and density based) that all share two common            
problems: finding the optimal number of clusters and quickly and efficiently finding            
the correct clusters taking into consideration specific distance measures appropriate          
appropriate for the objects (i.e., pixels, points, persons, books, etc.) that are being             
grouped.  

The objective of this work is to present an improved version of the MTree              
clustering algorithm [7] that is currently implemented as a Weka package [8, 9]. The              
improved version has been tested in a comparative benchmark with k-MS           
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morphological reconstruction clustering algorithm [10] as well as classical algorithms          
such as simple k-means, Cobweb, Farther First and Canopy. 

The proposed approach tackles the practical problem of recognizing shapes as           
described in [10] by improving MTree clustering algorithm in terms of dataset            
preprocessing for finding optimal number of clusters and adjusting the business logic            
of the clusterer in terms of division policy and distance metric between instances. As              
compared with the initial results obtained by MTree clusterer reported in [10] we             
conclude that current version provides significantly better results than initial version           
and in several aspects challenges the clustering algorithms used in benchmarking           
process. The progress of MTree clusterer from the initial version consists in several             
improvements from algorithmic and implementation perspectives. The experimental        
results are validated by classical clustering quality metrics as in [10]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we perform a literature review              
with regards to finding optimal K (i.e., the number of clusters), clustering algorithms             
in Weka, division policies in clustering and validation by clustering quality metrics.            
Section 3 describes the proposed approach with a detailed presentation of each            
module from the clustering data analysis process with focus on algorithmic           
challenges.We also perform a complexity analysis of the newly obtained algorithm           
compared with the older one and with the other clustering algorithms used in the              
comparative analysis. In Section 4, we present experimental results that compare the            
quality and time performance of MTree implementation with other clustering          
algorithms. Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusions of this work, summarizes the            
key approaches of the improved version of the MTree algorithm and discusses            
potential improvements and applications. 

2 Related Work 

Data clustering is represented by classical area of unsupervised machine learning           
that come in many flavours and have found their way in image clustering or              
segmentation [12]. From this perspective, a wide range of variations we proposed in             
the literature.  

Dhanachandra et. al. in [12] use subtractive clustering along classical K-means           
algorithm in order to preprocess the data for optimal centroid initialization. The            
experimental results were obtained on medical images representing infected blood          
cells with malaria and on classical images used for segmentation obtaining better            
results than k-means taking into account RMSE and PSNR metrics. 

A more elaborate approach for image clustering was proposed by Chang et. al. in              
[13]. The propose a Deep Adaptive Clustering (DAC) approach that reduces to a             
classification problem in which similarity is determined by cosine distance and           
learned labeled features tend to be one-hot vectors obtaining good results on popular             
datasets like MNIST, CIFAR-10 and STL-10. 

Retrieval of similar images from an image database (CBIR – Content Based Image             
Retrieval) represents a challenging task that has been addressed in [14] and [KK]. The              
first approach uses as features color and texture and employs K-means and            
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hierarchical clustering for finding the the most similar images. The second approach            
uses color, texture and shape as features and K-means as business logic for building              
four different groups of images: dinosaurs, flowers, busses and elephants. The           
obtained experimental results are promising in terms of good precision and recall            
values.  

A more complex context occurs when the image source is unknown or when the              
ground truth for the training dataset is also unknown [15, 16]. In this situation,              
optimal K represents a critical issue as well as using an efficient distance function              
such that usage of a particular loss function provides good experimental results. These             
approaches propose as solution an workaround hierarchical clustering and clustering          
ensembles based graph partitioning methods, such as Cluster-based Similarity         
Partitioning Algorithm (CSPA), Hyper Graph Partitioning Algorithm (HGPA), and         
Meta CLustering Algorithm (MCLA).  

Another critical aspect of unsupervised learning is represented by the optimal           
number of clusters that reside in the dataset. Unfortunately, scenarios in which the             
value of K is known occur in only a subset of practical scenarios. In general, image                
processing applications do not have a value of K that is known beforehand. This may               
occur when dealing with data streams [17] or with very high-dimensional datasets            
[18]. In general, the most suitable approach reduces to automatic determination of K             
that may be based on dynamic clustering [19] or joint tracking segmentation [20]. 

Finally, the whole clustering process needs validation, and this may be           
accomplished by many quality metrics for a wide range of algorithms [24].            
Depending on the structure of the dataset various clustering quality frameworks [22,            
23] have been proposed. The key issue that always arises regards choosing the proper              
similarity and quality metrics [23]. 

3 Proposed Approach 

The proposed approach follows a classical data analysis pipeline that is appropriate            
for unsupervised learning and in presented in Figure 1. The input is represented by              
one image that is preprocessed in order to load the pixels and build an  .arff file                
suitable for processing by Weka clustering algorithm implementations.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the clustering analysis benchmark 
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The clustering analysis benchmark uses several classical clustering        
implementations such as k-means, Cobweb, Farthest First and Canopy along our own            
improved version of MTree, the k-MS algorithm and other utility algorithms such as             
xMeans, voteK, Hierarchical Clustering, EM or Cascade k-Means. 

Running the clustering algorithms within the benchmark is managed by several key            
properties. One regards all the clustering algorithms and is represented by the number             
of clusters which are searched in the input image. The other settings are the division               
policy, seed selection mechanism and number of seeds and these apply only to MTree              
clusterer. All other clusterers use the same k as MTree along with other default              
settings. This approach makes possible further comparative analysis of various          
configurations of our MTree clusterer with clusterers that are already implemented in            
Weka and with k-MS algorithm reported in [10]. Another key aspects regard the             
number of seeds that are taken into consideration and the order in which data points               
are provided as input. These settings are provided as levers for MTree configurations             
and may influence the quality of the clustering results. As general rules, a minimum              
number of seeds needs to be taken into consideration as in many other clustering              
algorithms such that global optima is not missed due to a local optima. As for the                
order in which instances are provided to the MTree clusterer a random choosing             
approach represents a baseline scenario. 

Finally, the clustering analysis benchmark returns a set of segmented images along            
with their corresponding validation metrics. For current approach we use two           
validation techniques: SSE and visual analytics. 

The key component of the clustering analysis benchmark is represented by the            
clustering algorithms module and especially by the settings that accompany the           
MTree cluster and represent the core improvements in terms its capabilities and            
efficiency. 

Figure 2 presents the algorithmic infrastructure of the clustering analysis          
benchmark with emphasis on the list of clustering algorithms and main options in             
terms of possible settings for used algorithms in general and for MTree clusterer in              
particular. 

 

Fig. 2.  Infrastructure of the clustering analysis benchmark 
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Finally, we describe the key improvements of MTree implementation as compared           
with previous one presented in [7]. The frist improvement regards the logic of split              
method that is performed for a full node. In this regard, there are two issues that were                 
addresses: one regards the number of clusters and one regards the division policy. In              
the improved MTree the number of clusters may be set before running, but we may               
also leave this parameter to be determined at runtime by specifying a particular             
algorithm for determining the optimal k in the input dataset. 

According with the value of k (i.e., specified or not specified) the splitting             
procedure uses an appropriate division policy. Thus, if the value of k is known, than               
the division policy is performed by an algorithm which require a value for k as input                
(i.e., k-Means, Farthest First) .  On the contrary, if k is not known, the division polity is                
performed by an algorithm which does not need a value for k, such that x-Means,               
Cascade k-means, EM or Cobweb . 

A final improvement in MTree regards the seed selection, as a general issue in              
clustering data. The current approach uses random seed selection and selection based            
on k-means++ algorithm. 

All algorithmic choices were made such that they are available in Weka and can be               
integrated in the business logic of the MTree and in the infrastructure of the clustering               
analysis benchmark. 

4 Experimental Results  

All the processing is performed on the image from [10] which reports good results for               
the proposed k-MS algorithm and poor results for MTree which justify current            
improvements. 

The input image is preprocessed such that an  arff file with two features is obtained.               
As in [10] the features are represented by the numeric values representing the             
cartesian coordinates of 9163 points. These input points are given as input to all              
configurations of MTree parametrized by various methods within split procedure.  

Figure 3 presents a comparative result of the five MTree configurations versus five             
classical algorithms. Performed experiments use MTree configurations that integrate         
the voteK algorithm for getting the optimal number of clusters along with Cobweb             
(MT_vK_CW), Farther First (MT_vK_FF), Canopy (MT_vK_C), Hierarchical       
Clustering (MT_vK_HC) and Cascade simple K-Means (MT_vK_cSKM) algorithms        
within the split procedure. 

All MTree configurations provide computed SSE values as well as classical simple            
k-Means. Therefore, all the obtained results from Figure 3 have as optimality criteria             
the minimum value for SSE and for providing a sound comparative analysis the             
thember of clusters was set to eight. The minimum SSE criteria and K equals to eight                
were chosen in order to have similar context with experimental results from [10].  

The other algorithms do not provide values for SSE because of two reasons: either              
this functionality is not implemented in Weka (i.e., Farthest First, Canopy) or the             
algorithm itself - by its inner logic - is not suited for computing SSE values due to                 
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lack of notion of centroid (i.e., k-MS, Cobweb). This is the reason why visual              
analytics is employed as a second evaluation technique. 

 

 
 Fig. 3.  Comparison between MTree results and other classical clustering algorithms 

Therefore, visual (i.e., manual) analytics was used to evaluate the suboptimal           
clustering distributions, that is distributions that have larger SSE value although           
provide a better clustering. Figure 4 presents the visual analytics results for the five              
MTree configurations that were used in the clustering analysis benchmark. 

Initial results show slight arguable improvements in two configurations (i.e.,          
MT_vK_HC, MT_vK_C and MT_vK_cSKM) and better improvements in three         
configurations (i.e., MT_vK_FF, MT_vK_CW). 

Two key settings for the experiments regard the number of seeds and the order in               
which data points are provided as input. Presented results were obtained after runs on              
100 seeds as this is the usual default value in such situations. The data points were                
streamed to the MTree clusterer in random order. As we are dealing with images,              
experiments show a degradation of accuracy that is poor clustering results in terms of              
SSE values and correctly segmented images when data points are given into a             
particular (i.e., row-wise or column-wise) order. 
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Fig. 4.  Visual analytics results of MTree configurations 

The distributions obtained by all MTree configurations are much better than the            
result reported in [10]. Still, the MT_vK_FF and MT_vK_CW configurations that use            
the SSE metric are arguable better than classical algorithms. The other three            
configurations, MT_vK_HC, MT_vK_cSKM and MT_vK_C are much better that         
their corresponding classical algorithms but do not outperform k-MS. The advantage           
of MTree algorithm resides in the speed by which it clusters new images once a               
clusterer has been trained.  

5 Conclusions 

Current study tackles the problem of image clustering. It provides an improved            
version of the MTree algorithm that is used for image segmentation in the same              
context as previously discussed in [10]. Improvements of MTree take into account the             
algorithmic approach that is is based on the split method in which the number of               
clusters, the seed selection and the division policy are key ingredients which have             
been parameterized such that various configurations may be obtained.  

We performed experiments in various configurations and presented the ones that           
use the same setup as in [10] for a reproducible and comparative analysis. The              
improved MTree package along with voteK method for choosing optimal K are            
open-source and available in MTree Clusterer package [9]. 

Current results of all MTree configurations that were taken into consideration are            
highly improved as compared with initial one used in [10] and challenge classical             
clustering algorithms and k-MS. An advantage of the MTree clusterer is the feasibility             
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for customization such that it may process other data types (i.e., educational data)             
compared with k-MS that may work only for images. 

Further improvements should take into account other clustering quality metrics and           
distances that may be better suited for this particular problem or for similar problems.              
Having access to SSE values for other clustering algorithms implemented in Weka            
and which have centroids and distances may provide a better objective comparative            
analysis. Observing that visual analytics may obtain slightly better distributions opens           
the way the need to take into consideration other relevant aspects that may             
automatically provide optimal solutions. 
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